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Adolescence  has  been  characterized  as a  period  of  heightened  sensitivity  to social  contexts.  However,  ado-
lescents  vary  in how  their social  contexts  affect  them.  According  to neurobiological  susceptibility  models,
endogenous,  biological  factors  confer  some  individuals,  relative  to  others,  with  greater  susceptibility  to
environmental  influences,  whereby  more  susceptible  individuals  fare  the best  or worst  of  all  individ-
uals,  depending  on the  environment  encountered  (e.g.,  high  vs. low  parental  warmth).  Until  recently,
research  guided  by these  theoretical  frameworks  has  not  incorporated  direct  measures  of  brain  struc-
ture or  function  to  index  this  sensitivity.  Drawing  on prevailing  models  of adolescent  neurodevelopment
and  a growing  number  of neuroimaging  studies  on  the  interrelations  among  social  contexts,  the  brain,
and  developmental  outcomes,  we  review  research  that  supports  the idea  of  adolescent  neurobiological
susceptibility  to  social  context  for understanding  why  and  how  adolescents  differ  in  development  andeuroimaging
ndividual differences
well-being.  We  propose  that  adolescent  development  is  shaped  by brain-based  individual  differences  in
sensitivity  to  social  contexts  – be they  positive  or negative  –  such  as those  created  through  relationships
with parents/caregivers  and  peers.  Ultimately,  we  recommend  that  future  research  measure  brain  func-
tion and  structure  to  operationalize  susceptibility  factors  that  moderate  the  influence  of social  contexts
on  developmental  outcomes.©  2016  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd. This  is an  open  access  article  under  the CC  BY-NC-ND
license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the moderated effect of social context on devel-
opmental outcomes in accordance with adolescent neurobiological susceptibility.
The  x-axis represents variation in social contextual factors from negative to positive
(e.g., harsh vs. supportive parenting; peer victimization vs. support); the y-axis rep-
resents variation in developmental outcomes from negative to positive (e.g., high vs.
low  or absent depressive symptoms); and the two lines represent groups differing
on  adolescent neurobiological susceptibility, high vs. low. Moderation by adolescent
neurobiological susceptibility is shown in that the relation between susceptibility
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. Introduction
Development proceeds through an intricate weaving of inher-
nt, biologically-guided mechanisms and one’s experiences, good
nd bad. While much behavioral research shows that adolescence
s a developmental period characterized by heightened sensitivity
o social experiences in particular (e.g., peer interactions), recent
eviews of neuroimaging-based evidence corroborate this charac-
eristic of adolescence (Blakemore and Mills, 2014; Burnett et al.,
011; Crone and Dahl, 2012; Nelson and Guyer, 2011; Nelson
t al., 2005; Pfeifer and Allen, 2012; Somerville, 2013). Among the
ehavioral changes unique to adolescence relative to childhood
r adulthood are increased self-consciousness, greater orientation
way from parents and toward peers, heightened sensitivity to
ocial acceptance, increased risk-taking especially in the presence
f peers, and greater emergence of mental health problems that
inder social functioning. These characteristics may  partially reflect
aturational changes in how the adolescent brain codes and gen-
rates responses to social information (Nelson and Guyer, 2011;
teinberg, 2008). Therefore, individual differences in the structural
rowth and functional fine-tuning of neural circuitry that under-
ins social-cognitive and affective processing may  relate to ado-
escents’ increased and differential sensitivity to social influences
Davey et al., 2008; Nelson and Guyer, 2011). Indeed, highly salient
nd impactful social contexts in adolescence, such as being embed-
ed in hostile parent-child interactions or in exciting, accepting
eer environments, likely interact with neurobiologically-based
ndividual differences in shaping subsequent outcomes.
Theoretical frameworks concerning neurobiological suscepti-
ility (Ellis et al., 2011), also known as biological sensitivity to
ontext (Boyce and Ellis, 2005), differential susceptibility to envi-
onmental influences (Belsky et al., 2007; Belsky and Pluess, 2009),
nd sensory processing sensitivity (Aron and Aron, 1997), provide
 valuable model for considering how an adolescent’s level of
eurobiological sensitivity might moderate the influence of social
ontexts on development. These models suggest that individuals
ary in their sensitivity to their environments, with some more
ffected than others. An implication of this is that individuals who
re particularly sensitive to adverse social environments are also
hose that are most responsive to supportive social environments.
t the same time, several models of adolescent brain development
ig. 1. Conceptual model depicting our proposed adolescent neurobiological susceptibi
ontexts  shape developmental outcomes is moderated by adolescents’ susceptibility to
ink  arrows represent the moderated link from social context to developmental outcom
f  the model, which, although important, are not the focus of the proposed framework. A
ortex = dlPFC; hippocampus = HIPP; subgenual anterior cingulate cortex = subACC; ventraand developmental outcomes is significant at both ends of the social-contextual
influence.
have suggested that changes in brain-based social sensitivity dur-
ing adolescence promote developmental trajectories that range
from a successful transition to adulthood to those culminating
in psychopathology or maladaptation. We  propose that consider-
ing an adolescent neurobiological susceptibility to social context
framework (Figs. 1 and 2), derived from extant models of neurobi-
ological susceptibility and adolescent neurodevelopment, will yield
a fuller characterization of biological susceptibility. By incorporat-
ing brain function and structure parameters that might reflect the
neural instantiation of this sensitivity, future work can characterize
not only those individuals at greatest risk for negative outcomes but
also those most likely to benefit from supportive social contexts.In this review, we  examine evidence from the neuroimaging
literature that supports the ideas that adolescence is a period of
heightened neurobiological sensitivity to social context and that
lity to social context framework, whereby the manner and extent to which social
 social context as indexed by brain characteristics (e.g., function, structure). The
es. The blue arrows represent additional bidirectional links among components
mygdala = AMYG; dorsal anterior cingulate cortex = dACC; dorsolateral prefrontal
l prefrontal cortex = vPFC; ventral striatum = VS.
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ndividual differences in indices of brain structure and function can
oderate its influences on development. By individual differences,
e refer to brain-based characteristics or constructs for which there
s substantial variability across people. By social contexts, we  refer
o key social relationships quantified by their positive and nega-
ive features and focus on experiences with parents/caregivers and
eers. Although several review papers highlight a long-standing
mpirical literature demonstrating that parent-child and peer rela-
ionships help shape adolescent development (Brown and Bakken,
011; Brown and Larson, 2009; Steinberg and Morris, 2001), only
ecently has work focused on how these experiences are associated
ith features of the adolescent brain. This research indicates that
dolescents’ social lives both leading up to and during adolescence
elate to the sensitivity of the brain when perceiving, processing,
nd responding to social information (Blakemore and Mills, 2014).
urthermore, individual differences in this sensitivity may  be cap-
ured in adolescence by brain function/structure characteristics
hat moderate the influence of social contexts, past and present,
n later development.
Our review proceeds in the following sections. First, we discuss
eurobiological susceptibility models (Ellis et al., 2011). While not
raditionally centered on direct assessments of the brain, they have
uided work on how endogenous, biological factors, such as geno-
ype, render some individuals relative to others more responsive to
nd affected by their environments. Second, we discuss models of
dolescent neurodevelopment that address specific neural circuits
hat are promising candidates for moderators of social influences
uring this period. Third, we review findings from neuroimaging
tudies that show associations between adolescent brain func-
ion/structure and experiences with parents/caregivers. Fourth,
e similarly discuss results demonstrating associations between
dolescent brain function/structure and experiences with peers.
inally, we offer conceptual and empirical future directions for
esearch in this area. We  suggest that the field of developmental
ognitive neuroscience pursue research on the adolescent brain
ithin the proposed framework to pinpoint the brain-based cir-
uits (e.g., social-affective; cognitive-regulatory), properties (e.g.,
olume, activation), and mechanisms (e.g., pruning, connectivity)
ith which social contexts interact to affect development. These
ecommendations may  advance the field by yielding additional
nformation about the conditions and mechanisms that underlie
ow neurobiological variability relates to outcomes of health and
ell-being.
Ultimately, the structural and functional properties of the
dolescent brain may  be critical moderators of the developmental
mpact of social influences inasmuch as they (a) generate responses
o social and affective signals from the environment, (b) undergo
urther maturation due to age and puberty, and (c) may  be more
eflective of, reactive to, and shaped by past and present social
nfluences during this period. Indeed, the brain undergoes funda-
ental alterations related to puberty (Giedd et al., 2006; Ladouceur
t al., 2012; Lenroot and Giedd, 2010), potentially instantiating
ew neurobiological sensitivities that inhibit or excite mechanisms
f change in neural plasticity and gene expression in response
o one’s social environment. Adolescence includes a phase of
ynaptic pruning, extensive myelination, volumetric changes, and
ebalancing of excitatory and inhibitory inputs that may  render
he adolescent brain particularly socially sensitive (Monahan et al.,
015) through what has been coined the “social re-orientation of
dolescence” (Nelson et al., 2005). Because the organization and
unction of neural systems established early on can shape later
tages of neural development, neurobiological sensitivities may
artially reflect the influences of earlier social contexts, especially
t the turning point of adolescence (Andersen, 2003). There is
lso evidence suggesting that the neural plasticity associated
ith adolescent development makes this a period of renewal andgnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18 3
remediation (e.g., Bredy et al., 2004) capable of reprogramming the
effects of earlier life in ways consistent with current experience.
Thus, this period of marked growth and change in the human brain,
second only to that seen in infancy, may  have especially important
and lasting effects on subsequent development (Andersen, 2003;
Crone and Dahl, 2012; Giedd, 2008; Spear, 2000), a view consistent
with research on juvenile non-human animals (e.g., Delville et al.,
1998; ver Hoeve et al., 2013; Weintraub et al., 2010).
2. Neurobiological susceptibility models
Studies of human development widely acknowledge that indi-
viduals vary in whether, how, and how much they are affected
by their environment. In clinical and developmental psychology,
there is a rich history of research aimed at identifying individual-
difference variables that are predictive of a range of responses to
environmental influences (Cicchetti and Rogosch, 2002; Masten
and Obradovic, 2006; Rutter et al., 2006). Most of this work
tracked development of psychopathological and other problem-
atic outcomes, focusing on vulnerability to the adverse effects of
negative experiences or exposures. For example, in Caspi et al.’s
(2002) seminal study on the combined contribution of genes and
environment to the emergence of antisocial behavior in males,
being maltreated as a child was linked with developing violent
tendencies. However, this effect was greater in individuals car-
rying the genetic allele associated with low vs. high activity of
the neurotransmitter-metabolizing enzyme monoamine oxidase
(MAOA) that is associated with aggressive behavior. The dual-risk
or diathesis–stress models (Hankin and Abela, 2005; Zubin et al.,
1991) that emerged from this and similar work have suggested
that genetic, hormonal, physiological, and other biological vulner-
abilities or predispositions (diatheses) interact with environmental
triggers (stress) to promote maladaptive trajectories.
However, an accumulation of evidence later indicated that vul-
nerable individuals identified in diathesis–stress models might
instead be viewed as sensitive, developmentally plastic, and
malleable vis-à-vis environmental influences, regardless of their
valence. This alternate perspective led to the biological sensitivity
to context model (Boyce and Ellis, 2005) and the differential-
susceptibility hypothesis (Belsky and Pluess, 2009), both of which
share features with the concept of sensory processing sensitivity
(Aron and Aron, 1997) from the personality literature. These inde-
pendently developed but complementary and influential models
have been joined under the umbrella term neurobiological suscepti-
bility (Ellis et al., 2011; see also Moore and Depue, in press, Pluess (in
press), and Stamps (2015) for highly relevant reviews of this general
concept). The central tenet of these models is that individuals vary
in their sensitivity to psychosocial contexts as a function of biolog-
ical factors that are innate and/or conferred by early experience.
Individuals low in sensitivity to the environment will fare similarly
across all environments, whereas highly sensitive individuals will
be both more vulnerable to adverse contexts and more responsive
to salubrious contexts. For example, for individuals with the low- as
opposed to high-activity MAOA genotype, not only have high lev-
els of childhood adversity been associated with extreme antisocial
behavior (Caspi et al., 2002) but low levels of adversity have been
associated with low or even absent antisocial behavior (Foley et al.,
2004).
Based on this and similar findings, a variety of biologically-
rooted sensitivity or susceptibility factors have been identified
that include candidate genes (e.g., MAOA; serotonin-transporter-
linked polymorphic region, 5-HTTLPR; dopamine D4 receptor
gene, DRD4; dopamine D2 receptor gene, DRD2); high stress
reactivity in the form of adrenocortical, immune, or physiological
response (e.g., higher cortisol reactivity; higher vagal withdrawal
or respiratory sinus arrhythmia reactivity; low vagal tone); and
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iologically-based behavioral phenotypes such as temperament
e.g., behavioral inhibition; difficult temperament) and personality
e.g., neuroticism; sensory-processing sensitivity). These factors
re thought to shape the way that individuals perceive, attend and
eact to, and behave within their environments, and to ultimately
oderate environmental effects on emerging competencies and
sychopathologies (Boyce and Ellis, 2005). Moderation is expected
ecause individuals’ underlying biological systems are thought to
ifferentially monitor the environment to match its demands. For
xample, the biologically-based tendency toward hyperreactivity
o novelty in infancy, known as behavioral inhibition, may  manifest
s social reticence and anxiety in childhood despite a strong moti-
ation to interact with peers (Coplan et al., 1994; Rubin et al., 2009).
onflict between high-avoidance and high-approach motivations
ay  lead individuals to be particularly sensitive to the social milieu
s they alternately check cues tapping either motivation, thus
einforcing either through experience (Caouette and Guyer, 2014).
ver time, highly susceptible individuals who encountered sup-
ortive environments may  learn to take advantage of the positive,
upportive features of their surroundings, while those exposed to
isk and adversity may  be more vigilant for and reactive to environ-
ental threats and hazards. Similar accounts could be generated
or other susceptibility factors, which tend to be associated with
egative emotionality and converge on learning through careful
bservation – pausing before acting rather than acting first. The
nsuing, potent registration of experience upon the nervous system
ay  more greatly enable neural processes to track survival-related
ubtleties (Belsky, 2005; Suomi, 1997; Wolf et al., 2008).
The degree to which individuals “tune” to the environment
ay  be calibrated through genetic expressions, stress reactivity,
nd, as we propose, structural and functional neural character-
stics that are context-sensitive and reactive to environmental
ues, particularly within the social domain during adolescence
Meaney, 2001; Nelson and Guyer, 2011; Nelson et al., 2005). This
eightened social sensitivity makes adolescence an important
nd model developmental period for investigating susceptibility
t the neurobiological level. However, despite the proposal that
iological susceptibility comprises a “complex, integrated, and
ighly conserved repertoire of central neural and peripheral neu-
oendocrine responses” (Boyce and Ellis, 2005, p. 271; emphasis
dded), direct measures of brain structure and function have been
argely unexamined as sensitivity factors (but see Yap et al., 2008
nd Whittle et al., 2011, for exceptions). As interactions between
iology and environment sometimes explain more variance in out-
omes than do main effects (Beauchaine et al., 2008), accounting
or these neural factors can clarify why some adolescents may  be
ore primed for good or bad outcomes given their combination of
eural susceptibility and social-contextual exposures.
On the one hand, it is unsurprising that the brain has not been
nvestigated as a source of susceptibility. First, research guided by
eurobiological susceptibility models tends to group individuals by
usceptibility markers, categorize environments as high vs. low on
 valenced dimension (or as high on oppositely valenced dimen-
ions), and examine their interactive effects on a developmental
utcome. It might then be determined whether the association
etween the moderator and outcome is significant at both ends
f the environmental variable (Roisman et al., 2012). Concrete,
eliable indices of an individual’s group membership are readily
erived when the susceptibility factor is, for example, genotype
r temperament. However, neuroimaging researchers do not typ-
cally (but we argue increasingly could) characterize individuals
n their samples according to high/low standing on a parameter
f brain function, structure, or related properties, and/or exam-
ne the interactive effects of brain and social-contextual factors on
evelopmental outcomes (Fig. 2). Second, in developmental cogni-
ive neuroscience work, the statistical approaches commonly usedgnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18
in functional neuroimaging analyses identify group-based trends.
In fMRI analyses, contrasts between task events within the same
group of individuals or between groups of individuals who differ
in social context (e.g., maltreated vs. non-maltreated) or develop-
mental outcome (e.g., depressed vs. non-depressed) are typically
assessed rather than intragroup variability characterized, which is
necessary to examine individual differences. Likewise, researchers
rarely use quantified properties of the brain that draw on find-
ings from group-based analyses to guide new work that uses them
as markers to index individuals’ susceptibility to social influences.
Although these steps can be taken, this renders much extant neu-
roimaging research lacking with regard to brain structure/function
indices as markers of susceptibility. Finally, neuroimaging data
are expensive and time-consuming to collect and analyze. These
attributes can limit their integration within the longitudinal
research designs needed to track developmental outcomes.
On the other hand, it is surprising that the brain has not been
investigated as a source of susceptibility. For one, the brain is the
primary determinant of behavior. Although changes in behavior
are influenced by both congenitally and socially determined fac-
tors that create a backdrop for the brain’s influence, both must
operate through brain circuits to affect behavior. According to the
neurosensitivity hypothesis (Pluess and Belsky, 2013), sensitivity of
the central nervous system, which is jointly determined by direct
and interactive effects of genetic and environmental factors, is the
primary mechanism underlying susceptibility. Likewise, in consid-
ering that subjective experience of social contexts is central to
transmitting their influence, it cannot be ignored that “[a]ll oper-
ations of the mind, conscious and unconscious (and that includes
the perception and conceptualization of experiences), have to be
based on the working of the brain” (Rutter, 2012, p. 17149).
Indeed, while the brain’s influence on behavior is instrumental
for considering its role in shaping developmental outcomes, brain
indices may  be particularly useful for capturing differences in what
Pluess (2015) terms sensitivity, the extent to which input com-
ing from external influences is generated, perceived, and internally
processed. Sensitivity represents the first, requisite leg of suscepti-
bility and does not necessarily have a one-to-one correspondence
with responsivity, or the behavioral output that captures the extent
to which one responds to the environment. To this end, focus-
ing on the neural components of behavior is beneficial because
assessing the brain allows sensitivity (and possibly the respon-
sivity that follows) to be parsed into elements associated with
different functions (e.g., affective reactivity, reward processing,
conflict monitoring) that may not be evident through self-reported
or observed behavior. A related advantage of using brain indices
over other established susceptibility factors in testing hypotheses
about adolescent neurobiological susceptibility to social context is
the ability to reveal possible contributions from different classes of
emotion, cognition, and motivation.
The brain should also be expected to underlie differential
susceptibility inasmuch as it is intrinsically and reciprocally
interconnected with genotypic to phenotypic systems already
empirically demonstrated to manifest susceptibility. Activation
of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), for example, has been
associated with genotypic variations in DRD2 (Pecina et al., 2013)
and MAOA (Eisenberger et al., 2007), high skin conductance reac-
tivity (Nagai et al., 2010), and negative emotionality/neuroticism
(Haas et al., 2007). All of these are well-established susceptibility
markers in contexts of social and affective processing. With the
brain as the primary determinant of behavior, it stands to reason
that it arbitrates and integrates between these different levels of
analysis, which may  demonstrate the operation of susceptibility
in different domains of functioning and combine in cumulative
and/or multiplicative ways. Expanding the range of neurobiolog-
ical susceptibility factors examined would ultimately be useful for
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eriving comprehensive, multi-modal profiles regarding which
dolescents are likely to experience which outcomes, to the benefit
f predictive accuracy and prevention and intervention efforts.
Even within a given level of analysis, established suscepti-
ility factors may  act on different underlying neurobiological
ircuits, resulting in a variety of neurobiological pathways through
hich susceptibility manifests to impact behavior (Hariri, 2009;
oore and Depue, in press). For example, the DRD2 and DRD4
enes encode types of dopamine receptors that are richly dis-
ributed in the striatum and other brain regions and that associate
hese regions with individual differences in attention and reward-
ensitivity (Padmanabhan and Luna, 2014; Wise, 2004) and
esponses to aversive stimuli (Horvitz, 2000). As another example,
he 158Met allele of the COMT gene is linked to increased working
emory capacity and efficient prefrontal information processing
Tan et al., 2007). Because numerous complex, interactive path-
ays contribute to neural processing and, through the brain, to
ehavior, the brain may  provide especially effective summary
easures of susceptibility. With increasingly advanced method-
logies, such as imaging genetics, this can be taken a step further
y quantifying linkages from genotype to brain to outcome Indeed,
ny given reactivity pattern may  encompass “many specific gene-
nvironment-outcome pathways (or be characterized by domain
pecificity, where different individuals are susceptible for different
easons to different environmental influences for different out-
omes)” (Moore and Depue, in press, p. 2).
Finally, structural and functional brain indices may  be suffi-
iently stable within and across developmental periods (Caceres
t al., 2009; Fair et al., 2012; Forbes et al., 2009; Hariri, 2009;
ohnstone et al., 2005; Manuck et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2002,
009; Wu  et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2010) to warrant treatment as
usceptibility factors. The test-retest reliability of fMRI measures
s critical to establish in longitudinal developmental work to be
ble to separate what is stable vs. changing about neural response,
uch as due to development vs. noise. In adults, high test-retest
eliability (e.g., intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) > .70) of
mygdala response to emotional faces was found across multi-
le sessions conducted over days (Gee et al., 2015) and months
Johnstone et al., 2005), suggesting that individual differences in
ertain types of neural response are stable in adults (but see Sauder
t al., 2013, for an example of poorer reliability in amygdala reac-
ivity that is affected by stimulus type). Even more imperative
or our framework is establishing the reliability of fMRI meas-
res in adolescent samples. Test-retest reliability of the amygdala’s
esponse to aversive stimuli over three measurement occasions
cross six months showed low reliability (ICC < .40) in a sample of
dolescents (N = 22; ages 12–19 years) (van den Bulk et al., 2013).
evertheless, Koolschijn et al. (2011) observed that, in contrast to
hildren (N = 10), adolescents (N = 12) and adults (N = 10) showed
air (ICCs = .41–.59) to good (ICCs = .60–.74) reliabilities for acti-
ations in a variety of brain regions (e.g., precuneus, ACC, insula,
nferior and superior parietal cortices, angular gyrus) during a rule-
witch task separated by ∼3.5 years. These values are comparable to
he stability of other susceptibility factors (e.g., physiological meas-
res; Cohen and Hamrick, 2003; Cohen et al., 2000), suggesting that
rain indices may  be sufficiently reliable to join the collection of
stablished susceptibility markers.
. Neurobiological models of adolescent brain development
Existing models of adolescent brain development provide a
oundation for identifying candidate susceptibility brain circuits
hat may  moderate the influence of different social contexts on
unctioning. These circuits have tight reciprocal relations with the
ocial sensitivity observed during adolescence, making brain-based
usceptibility to social context a plausible marker of risk, resilience,gnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18 5
and positive outcomes. Prevailing theories (Casey et al., 2008; Crone
and Dahl, 2012; Nelson and Guyer, 2011; Nelson et al., 2005; Pfeifer
and Allen, 2012; Steinberg, 2008) draw on structural and functional
differences that distinguish the adolescent brain from the child or
adult brain (Casey et al., 2008; Giedd, 2008; Gogtay and Thompson,
2010; Guyer et al., 2008). These models have in common the idea
that adolescence is a period of heightened social responsivity due
to differential weighting of input from distinct yet interconnected
neural circuits, namely, social-affective and cognitive-regulatory
systems. These differentials are lessened or come into balance
with maturation and experience. Another commonality is that
these models were generated primarily to account for the “dark
side” of adolescent development, such as normative increases in
poor decision-making, risky behavior, and mental health problems
(but see Crone and Dahl, 2012, and Pfeifer and Allen, 2012, for
neurodevelopmental accounts of adolescence as a time of oppor-
tunity). We  nevertheless propose that these models also leave
room for exploring neural moderators of positive social influences
on favorable developmental outcomes. Below we describe briefly
four prominent models of adolescent neurodevelopment.
Dual-systems models (Casey et al., 2008; Steinberg, 2008)
account for the unique changes observed in adolescence by focusing
on the temporal disjoint between the development of a social-
affective system – comprised of limbic and paralimbic regions
such as the amygdala, ventral striatum (VS), orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and superior temporal sul-
cus (STS) – relative to cognitive control systems, which mature at a
slower pace and include the lateral and ventral prefrontal and pari-
etal cortices and their interconnections with the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC). A result of this temporal gap is that adolescence, more
so than childhood, may  be fraught with a heightened sensitivity to
affective and motivational cues in salient social contexts that tip
behavior in the direction of overreactivity, risk-taking, and impul-
sivity rather than self-control. Given the ramping up of social sen-
sitivity in adolescence, how social-affective circuitry was  shaped
by earlier developmental periods might also become manifest in
reaction to current contextual influences. Furthermore, the larger
the developmental gap or the longer that it exists, the greater the
period of vulnerability or plasticity to environmental influences.
Adding nuance to dual-systems models, the Triadic Model
(Ernst and Fudge, 2009; Ernst et al., 2006) proposed that moti-
vated behavior in adolescence results from the coordination of two
social-affective neural circuits via cognitive circuitry. The social-
affective circuits include an approach system mediated by the VS
and an avoidance system mediated by the amygdala. Reconciliation
between these approach and avoidance systems is ascribed to a cog-
nitive regulatory system spearheaded by the PFC. The Triadic Model
also speaks to the bivalent effects of adolescent neurobiological
susceptibility to social context inasmuch as valence-related biases
emerge against the role of both systems in coding positive and neg-
ative social experiences. Indeed, the VS reacts to not only positively
valenced contexts but also negative ones (e.g., peer acceptance and
rejection; Gunther Moor et al., 2010; Guyer et al., 2015; Guyer et al.,
2012a,b), and the amygdala reacts to not only negatively valenced
contexts but also positive ones (e.g., fearful and happy faces; Canli
et al., 2002, or negative/threatening and positive/interesting infor-
mation; Hamann et al., 2002; Vasa et al., 2011). Thus, individual
differences in VS and amygdala sensitivity can contribute to both
positivity and negativity biases.
The Social Re-Orientation framework (Nelson et al., 2005)
focuses on how adolescent social behavior is rooted in the develop-
ment of brain regions nested across a social information processing
network (SIPN) of nodes. The detection node, which is already well-
developed in early life, supports the perception and categorization
of basic social properties of stimuli by engaging regions such as
the superior temporal sulcus (STS), intraparietal sulcus, fusiform
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ace area, and inferior temporal and occipital cortical regions. The
ffective node processes social information by imbuing it with pos-
tive/rewarding or negative/punishing salience by engaging the
S, amygdala, hypothalamus, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis,
nd the OFC. Finally, the cognitive-regulatory node performs com-
lex cognitive processing of social stimuli (e.g., perceiving others’
ental states, inhibiting prepotent responses, generating goal-
irected behavior) via input from the medial and dorsal PFC (mPFC;
PFC) and areas of the ventral PFC (vPFC). The affective node,
lthough somewhat well-established in early life, sees an upsurge
n reactivity and sensitivity during adolescence with the influx
f gonadal steroids at the onset of puberty (Halpern et al., 1997,
998; McEwen, 2001; Romeo et al., 2002), whereas the cognitive-
egulatory node follows a more protracted developmental course
nto early adulthood (Casey et al., 2000), supporting increasingly
omplex and controlled responses to salient social stimuli.
Elaborating on the cognitive-regulatory node, Nelson and
uyer’s (2011) extension of the SIPN model focuses on the grad-
al attainment of not only cognitive control but flexibility in social
ehavior. Three aspects of social flexibility are identified. Each
s supported by areas within the vPFC. Emotional value compu-
ation is supported by the medial part of the OFC, while both
ule generation/acquisition and inhibitory control of social behav-
or are subserved by more lateral areas of the orbital gyrus and
nferior frontal gyrus. As flexible social behavior is critical for com-
etently interacting with others and adapting to social contexts,
erturbations in the function of the vlPFC, in particular, relate to
sychopathology in adolescence, such as social anxiety disorder
Guyer et al., 2008; Monk et al., 2006; Monk et al., 2008). Con-
ersely, achieving social flexibility may  protect some adolescents
rom developing psychopathology and promote their well-being.
uch flexibility may  even support thriving in the case of highly sus-
eptible adolescents, who are posited to exhibit outcomes at either
xtreme of the continuum depending on exposure to unsupport-
ve or supportive environments (e.g., see Belsky and Beaver, 2011
egarding differences in adolescent self-regulation as a function
f genetically-defined neurobiological susceptibility and quality of
arenting).
Across these neurodevelopmental models, maturation of the
FC and its connections with subcortical regions is thought to fos-
er the acquisition of flexible emotional and behavioral regulatory
bilities in the face of varied social environments. Adolescents have
o navigate and adapt to new social contexts (e.g., managing peer
cceptance, finding romantic partners, individuating from parents).
hese behaviors are guided by input from key brain regions that
re reactive to these contexts. Processes related to social status,
nterpersonal motivation, self-esteem, and social evaluation will be
ugmented via hot, socially sensitized regions, with hyperrespon-
ivity of implicated neural regions relating to extreme outcomes
ithin these contexts. Our contention is that the intensified
alience of social context in adolescence will, particularly for more
usceptible adolescents, guide social-affective circuitry toward
ecoming primarily attuned to what is (or is perceived as) rele-
ant in the social environment – be it negative, threatening, and/or
ntisocial vs. positive, encouraging, and/or prosocial. This attune-
ent may  occur via the brain’s coding of social-contextual cues
e.g., Todd et al., 2012), a process not explicitly articulated in exist-
ng neurobiological susceptibility models. In addition, as discussed
n detail below, a supportive environment that fosters regulatory
bilities through development of prefrontal neurocircuitry could
elp place susceptible adolescents in a prime position to secure
he best outcomes of all. Such adolescents would be not only
ore sensitive to the contingencies of positive social environments
hrough social-affective neurocircuitry but also, through cognitive-
egulatory neurocircuitry, better able to control and leverage that
ensitivity toward adaptive ends. For example, adolescents whognitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18
are highly context sensitive and exposed to highly positive envi-
ronments may  gain superior proficiency in using subtle social cues
to persist in positive goal pursuit and to model, interact with, and
empathize with others. They might also better learn how to down-
regulate distress and divert away from adverse outcomes (Fig. 1).
In sum, we  propose that models of adolescent neurodevelop-
ment serve as a basis for exploring neural moderators of social
influences in the for-better and for-worse fashion proposed by neu-
robiological susceptibility models. First, through the coordination
of different systems (e.g., approach vs. avoidance) that are sensi-
tive and responsive to different contextual cues (e.g., incentives
vs. threats), social-affective circuits may  collectively mediate an
adolescent’s susceptibility to social context. Indeed, social-affective
circuitry that is primarily reactive to negative social contexts also
shows responsiveness to positive ones, and vice versa, perhaps
facilitating the encoding of context overall. Second, each neurode-
velopmental model addresses a growing capacity in adolescence
for self-regulation and cognitive flexibility – an ability to steer the
sensitive ship – in the transition to more agentic and indepen-
dent behavior. The ability to control one’s thoughts, emotions, and
behaviors in response to changes in internal and external condi-
tions is critical to thriving. We highlight that the flexibility of this
faculty in adolescence provides an additional avenue for explaining
how adolescents who  are highly context sensitive and exposed to
supportive environments are best able to secure positive develop-
mental outcomes relative to those in negative environments who
show detrimental outcomes.
We now turn to a review of key empirical findings from the
neuroimaging literature that illustrate the potential for individ-
ual differences in brain structure and function in adolescence to
interact with primary social contexts to impact outcomes. First,
we review the influence of the family/caregiving context. Then, we
proceed to that of the peer environment. The majority of this work
was not designed to quantify neural sensitivity as a moderating
individual-difference factor nor to assess change in behavior over
time. Nevertheless, it offers clues for characteristics of the brain
and of social contexts that merit further study, allowing for the
consideration of a new model of adolescent neurodevelopment.
4. Social contexts and the adolescent brain
4.1. Family/caregiving contexts
A substantial body of research indicates that the social context
created through one’s caregiving experiences, including parent-
ing style, quality of parent-child interactions, family climate, and
socialization of family and cultural values, is an important predic-
tor of adolescent development (Collins et al., 2000; Darling and
Steinberg, 1993; Steinberg, 2008; Steinberg and Morris, 2001).
These effects should manifest most robustly in susceptible individ-
uals. Indeed, parenting influences have been demonstrated to be
moderated by individual differences in biological sensitivity, such
as genetic phenotype (Bakermans-Kranenburg and van Ijzendoorn,
2011; Knafo et al., 2011) and stress reactivity (Hastings et al., 2014).
Although neurobiological susceptibility to social context across the
life course may  be a product of these biological factors, early-life
experiences, and their interaction (Boyce and Ellis, 2005), it is this
susceptibility in adolescence that may  have a special importance
for later outcomes given the unique learning that occurs during
this period. In the following sections, we review research that offers
examples of brain characteristics that may  moderate the influence
of parenting/caregiver experiences on behavioral and developmen-
tal outcomes in adolescence. We  also discuss findings that suggest
how susceptibility fosters bivalent outcomes based on how the
brain relates to different experiential and experimentally manipu-
lated parenting/caregiving experiences.
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The most promising candidate neural susceptibility factors from
ur review of parent/caregiver influences concern brain structure.
elative to brain function, brain structure has a strong genetic
asis and may  therefore demonstrate individual differences that
re more stable, with more evolutionarily novel areas, like the
FC, showing increasing heritability from childhood to adolescence
Jansen et al., 2015; Lenroot et al., 2009). This is consistent with
he idea that neurobiological susceptibility occurs via the influ-
nce of genetic variants on neurobiological circuits that respond
o caregiving (Bakermans-Kranenburg and van Ijzendoorn, 2007,
011; Belsky and Beaver, 2011; Belsky and Pluess, 2009; Pluess and
elsky, 2013). In contrast to brain structure, brain function serves
o immediately track, respond to, and reflect perceived differences
n one’s environment. Brain function has been theorized to be a fit-
ing index of sensitivity, with neural reactivity to contextual factors
onsidered a joint function of the (1) magnitude of one’s character-
stic neural reactivity and (2) magnitude and type of eliciting stimuli
Moore and Depue, in press). Because stable individual differences
eflect coordinated patterns of thought, emotion, and behavior in
he face of eliciting circumstances (Fleeson, 2001), these tendencies
re posited to arise from regularities in the functioning of relevant
rain systems that have been “tuned” via learning and experience in
ifferent social contexts over time. Thus, both brain structure and
unction, which may  interrelate and whose development inform
ach other (Hao et al., 2013; Honey et al., 2010; Paus, 2013; Power
t al., 2010; Zielinski et al., 2010), may  both serve as susceptibility
echanisms.
.1.1. Brain structural evidence of neurobiological susceptibility
Although direct brain-based indices of differential susceptibil-
ty are currently lacking in the literature, a handful of studies
ighlight a set of promising candidates to examine as neural
ndices of adolescent susceptibility to social context. This work
as documented associations between adolescent brain structure
nd laboratory measures of parent-adolescent interactions that
uantify such aspects as level of parental warmth vs. hostility;
dolescent positivity vs. aggression or dysphoria; and parents’ and
dolescents’ responses to these behaviors in each other. Because
amily dynamics remain formative in adolescence, connecting
easures of brain structure to observations of parent–adolescent
nteractions provides an ecologically-valid approach for investigat-
ng neurobiological sensitivity to social context in considering their
ombined effect on later outcomes. These observation measures
re treated as a snapshot or window into family processes likely to
ave been chronically experienced and linked to adolescent neu-
al development. Although assessment of concurrent rather than
ongitudinal relations in some of these studies limits inferences
egarding causality or developmental sequence, and although this
esearch does not control for the potentially confounding genetic
nfluences of the child being nested within the family, findings
uggest various operations of neurobiological social sensitivity.
First, individual differences in adolescent brain structure have
een linked to affective and behavioral responses to emotionally
harged interactions with parents in ways that bear on positive or
egative developmental outcomes. Whittle et al. (2008) found that,
n the context of a challenging conflict resolution exercise between
dolescents (ages 11–13) and their parents, having larger amygdala
olumes was associated with adolescents’ maintaining aggressive
ehaviors toward their mothers for longer duration. Furthermore,
n males, decreased leftward ACC volumetric asymmetry was
lso associated with maintaining aggression toward mothers, and
ecreased leftward OFC volumetric asymmetry was associated
ith reciprocating mothers’ dysphoric behavior. This set of find-
ngs could suggest a susceptibility effect on the risk-augmenting
ide of the equation, i.e., diathesis stress, given that (1) volume
f the amygdala, a region traditionally associated with reacting tognitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18 7
threat cues and generating negative affect, may  reflect a history of
greater engagement, and (2) structural asymmetries favoring the
right PFC have also been associated with both increased negative
affect (Canli, 2004; Davidson and Fox, 1989; Fox et al., 2001) and
diminished emotion regulation (Jackson et al., 2003).
Other work is more directly demonstrative of individual dif-
ferences in neurobiological response to family influences in the
for-better and for-worse manner described by neurobiological sus-
ceptibility models. Whereas Whittle et al. (2008) found that larger
amygdala volumes and less leftward ACC asymmetry were associ-
ated with more maladaptive responses to maternal aggression in
adolescent males, Yap et al. (2008) found that these same exact
factors predicted the lowest levels of depression among adoles-
cent males (ages 11–13) with low-aggression mothers. Yap et al.
also identified a possible neurobiological susceptibility mecha-
nism in females whereby smaller amygdala volume was associated
with less depression in adolescents when mothers were low in
aggression but with more depression when mothers were high
in aggression. Taken together, these findings illustrate bivalent
outcomes in contexts of high and low adversity as moderated by
individual differences in brain structure.
In both of the above studies, brain morphology and affective
outcomes were measured concurrently. However, Whittle et al.
(2011) prospectively examined hippocampal volume as a moder-
ator of the effect of maternal aggression on change in depressive
symptoms from early (ages 11–13) to mid  (ages 13–15) adoles-
cence. They found that, for girls, larger hippocampus predicted
greater and lesser subsequent depressive symptoms in the context
of high and low maternal aggression, respectively, during a parent-
child conflict resolution exercise. Thus, at least for females during
adolescence, greater hippocampal volume may  interact with famil-
ial contexts by moderating whether a susceptibility to depression
is expressed or inhibited. It is interesting to consider whether
hippocampal volume also moderates the influence of supportive
family characteristics on development. Higher gray matter den-
sity in the hippocampus (as well as in the orbitofrontal gyrus) was
found in adolescents whose mothers had greater general interper-
sonal affiliation (Schneider et al., 2012), a finding consistent with
work in animal models showing that behaviors denoting a pleasant
experience (e.g., appetitive vocalizations while being tickled) were
linked with hippocampal cell proliferation and survival (Wöhr et al.,
2009; Yamamuro et al., 2010). These findings suggest sensitivity
of the hippocampus to positive contexts that include supportive
parenting.
That the amygdala and hippocampus may be loci of neu-
robiological susceptibility makes sense. Both the amygdala and
hippocampus are known to mediate attentional and learning
aspects of emotion (Baxter and Murray, 2002; Calder et al., 2001;
Phelps, 2004; Phelps and LeDoux, 2005). It is likely that they have
a superordinate function that operates independently of valence,
as part of a broad and overlapping affective circuitry (Ernst and
Fudge, 2009). More work is needed to explore possible gender
effects of amygdala volume as an index of susceptibility to con-
text, as Whittle et al. (2008) and Yap et al. (2008) collectively
suggested that larger amygdala volumes in boys and either larger or
smaller volumes in girls reflect susceptibility. However, the amyg-
dala’s interactive effects on bivalent outcomes is consistent with its
general role in processing the needs, goals, and values of the indi-
vidual (Cunningham and Brosch, 2012) and in its eliciting positive
and negative affect with consequences for avoidance or approach
behaviors in different contexts (Bechara et al., 1999). Furthermore,
the social brain hypothesis (Dunbar, 2009) suggests that regions
within social-affective circuitry with greater volume have greater
processing capacity, consistent with evidence of greater amygdala
volume being linked to more social sensitivity in general rather
than specifically to threats. For example, large amygdala volume
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s positively associated not only with separation anxiety (Redlich
t al., 2015) but also with mental state inference (Rice et al., 2014)
nd social network size and complexity (Bickart et al., 2011; Kanai
t al., 2012), including in adolescents (Von der Heide et al., 2014).
ikewise, the hippocampus, known for its contextual sensitivity
Fanselow, 2010; Hirsh, 1974; Rudy, 2009), helps encode episodic
nd emotional information that arises during motivationally rele-
ant events. The hippocampus is thought to carry out this function
ften independently of valence; that is, it supports binding the ele-
ents of scenes, events, and contexts into representations across
ime, ultimately guiding behavior in line with these representations
Schacter and Addis, 2007). Finally, for both the amygdala and hip-
ocampus, their consideration as regions within a connectome of
egions is imperative.
.1.2. Affective “tuning” via brain function
Given initial evidence that brain characteristics – such as brain
tructure – might mark neurobiologically susceptible adolescents,
e now consider the paths or mechanisms by which sensitive ado-
escents who are exposed to bivalent caregiving contexts reach
ivergent outcomes. Positive versus negative caregiving contexts
ay  sensitize the social-affective circuitry of the brain to their con-
ingencies. Neural processing that assigns value to social-affective
nformation is instantiated in ways consistent with the aspects
perative in and goals promoted by different caregiving contexts.
herefore, an initially neutral social sensitivity may  develop into a
iased sensitivity that disproportionately registers, processes, and
esponds to the adverse vs. supportive features of the social envi-
onment (Pluess, 2015). This is consistent with the idea that “what
ne thinks should be attended to in a dangerous world is quite
ifferent from what should be attended to in a world of opportu-
ities” (Cunningham and Brosch, 2012, p. 56). How this tuning of
rain function occurs through learning and experience in different
ontexts may  be revealed by research examining the moderating
ffects of brain function on the link between caregiving contexts
nd behavioral outcomes, including across the lifespan. Indeed, it
s important to reiterate that although neurobiological susceptibil-
ty can operate before adolescence, what an adolescent has been
uned to, and what will thus likely contribute to experiences in
ew social contexts, will become apparent during this period of
nhanced social sensitivity.
Consistent with the idea of affective tuning, studies have doc-
mented the impact of early-life stress and family adversity on
rain function in adolescence and beyond. For example, adolescents
ages 9–18) who experienced caregiver deprivation and emotional
eglect in infancy showed amygdala and hippocampus hyperac-
ivation when processing threatening information (Maheu et al.,
010). This finding is consistent with structural evidence demon-
trating that more years of orphanage rearing in early childhood
ere associated with larger amygdala volume decades later that
lso predicted anxiety symptoms (Tottenham et al., 2010). Asso-
iations between unsupportive caregiving contexts and the brain
ave also been noted in adolescents’ reward circuitry. Among a
ample of adolescents (ages 9–17), increased and sustained neu-
al response to maternal criticism in the lentiform nucleus was
ssociated with perceiving criticism more negatively (Lee et al.,
014). Casement et al. (2014) found in a sample of girls that low
arental warmth in early adolescence (ages 11–12) was associated
n mid-adolescence (age 16) with increased sensitization to mon-
tary reward cues in the amygdala, VS, and mPFC; this increased
S and mPFC response mediated the link between low parental
armth and depressive symptoms. The authors speculated that
reater activation of these regions, which are generally related to
eward-processing and coding social information about oneself and
thers (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Gallagher and Frith, 2003), may
eflect maladaptive valuation of and expectations for performancegnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18
based on unfavorable past social experiences. Thus, neurobiolog-
ical susceptibility to social context may become expressed over
time through gradual reinforcement of the brain’s coding and val-
uation of social and evaluative experiences. Taken together, results
of these studies suggest that regions within social-affective cir-
cuitry are functionally sensitive to adverse caregiving experiences
and could signify a neural marker for highly susceptible individu-
als.
Experiences of supportive parenting have also been associated
with brain characteristics and developmental outcomes, evidence
that is important for a framework hinged on the influence of biva-
lent experiences for susceptible individuals. For example, Morgan
et al., (2014) found that greater maternal warmth experienced by
boys in early childhood (18 and 24 months) was associated with
reduced mPFC activation to anticipated and experienced loss of
monetary rewards in late adolescence/early adulthood (age 20).
These results suggest that parenting characterized by affection and
warmth may  diminish neural response to negative events in brain
regions associated with integrating emotional and social infor-
mation, including about self and others. This protective effect of
maternal warmth was stronger for boys exposed vs. not exposed to
maternal depression in early childhood, consistent with the notion
that susceptibility tends to stem from an early-appearing baseline
of negative reactivity and suggesting a neurobiological attunement
of the mPFC to bivalent parenting contexts. These results indicate
that regions involved in reward learning (e.g., the striatum and
mPFC) are sensitive to the nuances of maternal social behavior.
That is, the brain function of adolescents whose mothers’ tendency
is toward friendly and loving behavior may  reflect a learning his-
tory initiated since childhood of reward loss vs. receipt as being of
low value or importance. Thus, the effects of the social environment
on the behavior of susceptible adolescents may  eventually be con-
ferred through the shaping of neural responses to certain elicitors
over time in regions related to social sensitivity.
Tracking not only adolescents’ familial contexts but also the
stimuli that tap adolescents’ social sensitivity and with what devel-
opmental consequences would help illuminate how sensitivity of
some brain regions is adaptive or maladaptive depending on con-
text. The VS, which processes reward cues, is one such set of regions.
Although some research relates greater VS reactivity to increased
risk-taking behaviors in adolescence (Bjork et al., 2010; Bjork and
Pardini, 2015; Chein et al., 2011; Galvan et al., 2007; Gatzke-Kopp
et al., 2009; Somerville et al., 2011), VS response may  be sensitive to
the socialization of family and cultural values in its linkage to adap-
tive social behaviors and reduced risk taking. Latino adolescents
(ages 14–16) who reported greater family obligation values showed
blunted VS response to monetary incentive cues, a response asso-
ciated with less risk-taking behavior (Telzer et al., 2013a). Other
work found that adolescents (ages 15–17) who  previously reported
greater identification with and fulfillment from helping their fam-
ily had heightened response in VS when making costly donations
to their family as opposed to gaining monetary reward for them-
selves (Telzer et al., 2010). Related work found that increased VS
response to these prosocial acts predicted decreases in adolescent
risk-taking a year later (Telzer et al., 2013b). Thus, “the very same
neural region that has conferred vulnerability for adolescent risk
taking may  also be protective against risk taking” (Telzer et al.,
2013b, p. 45). Furthermore, Telzer et al., 2014a found that VS reac-
tivity to eudaimonic (e.g., meaning/purpose, prosocial) vs. hedonic
(e.g., risk-taking, self-gratifying) rewards predicted longitudinal
declines and inclines, respectively, in depressive symptoms. This
set of findings raises the possibility that neural sensitivity to reward
relates to adaptive or maladaptive outcomes depending on the class
of reward (e.g., hedonic, monetary, social, eudaimonic) to which
that sensitivity becomes oriented as a function of family/caregiving
socialization experiences and learning.
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.1.3. Bivalent caregiving experiences and PFC maturation
As discussed so far, bivalent outcomes may  occur for sus-
eptible adolescents because positive contexts promote behavior
hat is motivated toward socially valued opportunities whereas
egative contexts promote behavior defined by threat and health-
ompromising risks. However, different trajectories might also take
hape because the ability to use cognitive regulation to achieve
daptive goals will have been reinforced in positive, not nega-
ive, contexts. Accordingly, differential development of cortical
ersus subcortical circuitry may  occur in susceptible adolescents
xposed to different family contexts, contributing to divergent out-
omes. Behavioral research indicates that individual differences
n executive function and self-regulation abilities develop in sys-
ematic ways across childhood, stabilizing in early adolescence
Deater-Deckard and Wang, 2012). Findings from cross-sectional
nd longitudinal studies point to the importance of warm, sensi-
ive, and responsive parenting/caregiving for strengthening these
aculties (e.g., Bernier et al., 2012; Hammond et al., 2012; Hughes,
011). Through complex biology-environment interplay, regu-
atory abilities (or their impairment) are transferred through
arent/caregiver-youth relationships that provide powerful expe-
iential contexts for scaffolding and practicing them (or not)
Deater-Deckard, 2014).
Neuroimaging studies support this picture. Negative contexts
how dysregulating effects. Widespread deficiencies in cortical
hickness were observed in children who suffered early-life psy-
hosocial deprivation from institutional rearing, deficiencies that
ediated problems with attention and impulsivity (McLaughlin
t al., 2014). In adolescence (ages 9–17), exposure to maternal
riticism was associated with increased activity in social-affective
ircuitry (e.g., lentiform nucleus, posterior insula) and decreased
ctivity in cognitive control (e.g., dlPFC, ACC) and social cogni-
ive (e.g., TPJ, posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus) circuitry (Lee
t al., 2014). Similarly, being raised with harsh parenting and
ther family stressors was related to positive connectivity, denot-
ng less differentiated function, of amygdala with right vlPFC in
esponse to emotional stimuli in adulthood (ages 18–36), suggest-
ng that vlPFC was not exerting an inhibitory role on amygdala
esponse (Taylor et al., 2006). There is also evidence that early
dversity (age 1) is associated with accelerated development of
egative amygdala–mPFC coupling in adolescence more typically
een in adults (Gee et al., 2013a,b). Accelerated cortical develop-
ent may  be associated with less optimal behavioral outcomes
ater on, perhaps because a truncated period of immaturity lessens
he opportunity to learn how to regulate oneself in different social
nvironments to reach adult efficiency (Lu et al., 2009; Nelson and
uyer, 2011). Taken as a whole, negative contexts are associated
ith cognitive and affective dysregulation at the neural level. We
ropose that, while all adolescents reared in these contexts face
isadvantage, more neurobiologically susceptible adolescents are
isadvantaged to a greater extent.
Conversely, positive environments promote the development of
ognitive regulatory circuitry that should help adolescents attain
ositive developmental outcomes. In a direct test of differential
usceptibility, genetically-defined susceptible vs. non-susceptible
hildren (age 8) had the highest PFC volume, which was  associated
ith better cognitive functioning, when they were reared in rela-
ively positive environments; at trend levels of significance, they
ad the lowest PFC volume when reared in negative environments
Brett et al., 2014). In fact, consistent with “vantage sensitivity”
Pluess and Belsky, 2013), which focuses on susceptibility to envi-
onmental influences that are supportive, cognitive functioning
as best in susceptible children who developed in more positive
ontexts. Belsky and Beaver (2011) found in adolescent males (but
ot females) (ages 16–17) that the more plasticity alleles they
ad, the more and less self-regulated behavior they showed ingnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18 9
supportive and unsupportive parenting conditions, respectively
(also see Laucht et al., 2007). We  propose that enhanced devel-
opment of PFC circuitry will be enlisted in adolescence to serve
salubrious goals. Telzer et al. (2011) found that greater social-
ization of family values was related to recruitment of cognitive
regulatory and mentalizing regions that were functionally con-
nected with VS when adolescents were exposed to the prosocial
context of giving to their family. In sum, findings suggest that PFC
circuitry that is hypoactive or otherwise compromised in function,
structure, or connectivity is manifested in susceptible adolescents
exposed to negative environments, whereas susceptible adoles-
cents exposed to enriching environments show PFC characteristics
associated with securing positive outcomes (see also Moore and
Depue, in press, for discussion of a somewhat related concept, neu-
ral constraint, as it relates to susceptibility).
4.2. Peer contexts
Among the most striking changes in adolescence is a shift in
social affiliation from being family- to peer-oriented (Rubin et al.,
1998; Steinberg and Morris, 2001). Upon entering adolescence,
youths spend more time with peers (Csikszentmihalyi and Larson,
1984), increasingly seek out and value peers’ opinions (Brown,
1990), and are generally more preoccupied with peer acceptance
(Parkhurst and Hopmeyer, 1998), especially as the risk for peer
rejection increases during this period (Coie et al., 1990). Although
these social changes are associated with consequences for ado-
lescents’ emotional well-being and mental health, little is known
about how individual differences in neurobiological sensitivity to
the peer milieu may  be linked to adolescent outcomes and subse-
quent adult trajectories. Nevertheless, research has begun to shed
light on the neural underpinnings of adolescent sensitivity to the
contexts of peer presence, peer evaluation, and social exclusion,
including with regard to how adolescents vary in this sensitivity.
Here, we focus on individual differences in adolescent brain func-
tion during neural response-eliciting situations involving peers and
the associations of the above with emerging psychopathology or
competence. To our knowledge, there are not currently research
findings relating indices of adolescent brain structure with peer
contexts and developmental outcomes (although, as cited above,
there is evidence of a relation between amygdala volume and social
network complexity in both adolescence and adulthood; Von der
Heide et al., 2014).
4.2.1. Peer presence
One important peer context that taps adolescents’ increased
neural social sensitivity is simply whether peers are physically
present or not. This has been manipulated experimentally. For
example, when playing a simulated driving game, Stoplight, with
peers watching vs. alone, adolescents (ages 14–18) compared
to young adults (ages 18–22) showed greater activation in VS
and OFC that was  associated with greater risk-taking behavior
(Chein et al., 2011). Within the adolescent sample, Chein et al.
(2011) found that VS response to peer presence in this risk-taking
context was  negatively correlated with self-reported resistance to
peer influence, suggesting that activation of this region supports
the susceptibility of adolescents to peer influences. In related
electroencephalography work, the effect of peer presence was
exaggerated in adolescent males (ages 15–16) high in trait sur-
gency (a composite of behavioral approach, sensation-seeking, and
positive affect) perhaps because the enhancement of peer saliencemPFC) that regulate reward-driven and self-monitoring neural and
behavioral responses (Segalowitz et al., 2012). Thus, peer presence
may  increase adolescent risk-taking and reduce attention to
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egative aspects of risk and performance failure especially among
hose with heightened neurobiological sensitivity to peers.
.2.2. Peer evaluation
In adolescence, socially evaluative situations are assigned high
alience, arousal, and self-relevance. Adolescents characterized by
reater levels of neurobiological susceptibility to social context
ight be more sensitive to situations in which they believe that
hey are being evaluated by others. A body of work by Guyer and
olleagues has identified neural activation patterns in adolescents
hen anticipating evaluation from peers that they may  interact
ith as upcoming online “Chatroom” partners. While adolescents
ages 9–17) made predictions about whether peers would be inter-
sted in interacting with them, activity in regions associated with
ocial-affective processing, e.g., nucleus accumbens, hypothala-
us, hippocampus, and insula, which respectively relate to reward
rive, affective engagement, memory and consolidation, and vis-
eral states, was heightened in adolescent girls (but not boys),
specially older girls (Guyer et al., 2009). This suggests greater
alience of peers’ opinions that increases with age for adolescent
irls, whose neural sensitivity to this type of social-evaluative con-
ext might render them more vulnerable to internalizing forms of
sychopathology but also more likely to engage in prosocial and
ther types of affiliative behavior guided by social awareness.
Other work has concentrated on striatal sensitivity to peer
valuation, consistent with the idea that peers increasingly sway
eward-driven processing and behavior in adolescence. For exam-
le, adolescents (age 18) categorized across infancy and childhood
s behaviorally inhibited, a temperamental trait that increases risk
or developing clinical levels of social anxiety and that has been
stablished as a susceptibility factor (Aron et al., 2012), showed
eightened levels of striatal activation when anticipating being
valuated by a peer of interest, even in the absence of manifesting
sychopathology (Guyer et al., 2014). Striatal sensitivity to social
valuation may  thus be prominent in adolescents who  started life
s sensitive to their environment via behavioral inhibition. Like-
ise, Powers et al. (2013) showed that, at least by early adulthood
ages 18–24), individual differences in rejection sensitivity, another
onstruct related to caring about social evaluation, were associated
ith greater activation of VS and dmPFC when anticipating positive
ersus negative social feedback. That striatal sensitivity may  “tune”
o either good or bad outcomes is supported by work by Gunther
oor et al. (2010) showing that activation of the striatum, par-
icularly, the putamen, and vmPFC linearly increased across ages
0–21 to both anticipating peer acceptance and receiving peer
ejection. This suggests increasing salience of and ability to reg-
late responses within socially evaluative contexts. On the one
and, exaggerated striatal activation may  render social evaluation
verly important, locking adolescents into patterns of inflexible
esponding if they developed in an environment where the tools
or competent social behavior were not transferred. On the other
and, in supportive environments, such social sensitivity may  cul-
inate in an adaptive and “more responsive strategy [that] is partly
haracterized by being more prone to ‘pause to check’ in a novel
ituation, being more sensitive to subtle stimuli, and employing
eeper or more complex processing strategies for planning effec-
ive action and later revising cognitive maps, all of which is driven
y stronger emotional reactions, positive and negative” (Aron et al.,
012, p. 263).
The amygdala is another potential marker of adolescent neu-
obiological sensitivity to social context that has emerged from
ork on peer feedback and acceptance. Relative to non-anxious
dolescents, socially anxious adolescents, who generally believe
hat others will be disinterested in interacting with them, demon-
trated heightened amygdala activation when anticipating peer
valuation (Guyer et al., 2008; Lau et al., 2012) in combinationgnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18
with sustained amygdala response after being rejected by peers
(Lau et al., 2012). However, as mentioned above, the amygdala
has been found to be responsive to not only negatively- but also
positively-valenced stimuli. For example, it is reactive to not only
fearful faces but also happy ones (Canli et al., 2002; Guyer et al.,
2008; Pérez-Edgar et al., 2007). Indeed, the amygdala has been pro-
posed to be a hub of social-affective circuitry that anchors distinct
networks that respectively support overall social perception, social
affiliation, and social aversion (Bickart et al., 2014). Thus, a range
of developmental outcomes may  emerge against the role of this
structure in responding to positive and negative experiences. Ulti-
mately, it will be important for future work to examine if variations
in amygdala, vlPFC, dmPFC, and striatal reactivity to peer evaluation
moderate associations between social contexts and development of
psychopathology or social competencies.
4.2.3. Social exclusion
Other neuroimaging research has focused more specifically on
adolescent brain response to social exclusion, a pervasive and par-
ticularly distressing form of social stress during this developmental
stage that has been manipulated in as well as measured outside
the laboratory. Using the simulated ball-tossing game Cyberball
(Williams and Jarvis, 2006), Masten et al. (2009) found in ado-
lescents (ages 12–14) that individual differences in experiencing
distress to being excluded from the game, an index of sensitivity
to this social context, was  positively associated with activation of
social-affective regions (e.g., subgenual ACC, or subACC, and insula)
and negatively with activation of regions that support regulation
(e.g., vlPFC, dmPFC, and VS); these sets of regions showed negative
connectivity to each other. Subsequent work found that subACC
activation to social exclusion prospectively predicted longitudinal
increases in depressive symptoms from early- to mid-adolescence
(Masten et al., 2011).
The subACC will be another brain region important to track in
work on reacting to positive as well as negative peer contexts.
Although the subACC seems to primarily mediate negative affec-
tive experience and regulation, its activation to positively valenced
emotional processes has also been reported. Laxton et al. (2013)
found in adults with depression that, of the neurons in subACC that
responded to emotional imagery, two-thirds responded to sad or
disturbing content but one third responded to neutral, happy, or
exhilarating content. In a cross-sectional study with pre-pubertal
children (8–10 years), early adolescents (12–14 years), older ado-
lescents (16–17 years), and young adults (19–25 years), Gunther
Moor et al. (2010) found that, in adults, the subACC activated to
being accepted when expecting peer acceptance and rejected when
expecting peer rejection. Focusing on the subACC’s response to
more chronic expectancy biases in adolescence, Spielberg et al.
(2015) found that subACC activation to peer evaluation increased
across ages 8-17 for healthy and anxious adolescents who antic-
ipated feedback from selected and rejected peers, respectively.
Taken together, results suggest valence consistency in what the
subACC tracks, in line with our ideas on affective tuning.
Also consistent with a neurobiological susceptibility stand-
point, Masten et al. (2009) found that greater activation of the
dorsal ACC (dACC) was  associated with individual differences in
both one arguably maladaptive factor, rejection sensitivity, and
one unambiguously adaptive factor, interpersonal competence,
with which the subACC was also associated. This set of findings
highlights the dACC and subACC as possible neural sensitivity
regions that relate to for-better and for-worse propensities. The
dACC has been implicated in supervisory cognitive functions such
as conflict monitoring, expectancy violation, and decision-making
errors (Carter and Van Veen, 2007; Somerville et al., 2006). What
differentiated the patterns of dACC activation associated with the
seemingly distinct traits of rejection sensitivity and interpersonal
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ompetence was that competence was also related to recruitment
f regulatory regions (e.g., vlPFC, dmPFC, VS) whereas rejection
ensitivity was not. Thus, the bivalent effects of neurobiological
usceptibility to events in the peer milieu may  be afforded by
igh sensitivity in all susceptible individuals. However, in those
usceptible individuals who secure positive outcomes, this may
lso transpire through the ability to channel that sensitivity
oward adaptive ends, such as through flexibly regulating behavior
n light of important social standards. That is, activity within brain
ircuitry that processes psychological pain may  lead to positive
s well as negative outcomes by helping one carefully monitor,
hrough this social alarm system, one’s alignment with the group,
romoting learning and behavior that keeps one in harmony with
t (Eisenberger and Lieberman, 2004; MacDonald and Leary, 2005).
Finally, integrative work has examined the neural basis of how
ocial exclusion relates to risk-taking behaviors as a function of
usceptibility to peer influences. Peake et al. (2013) found that
eing excluded from Cyberball was related to more risk-taking
n Stoplight in adolescents (ages 14–17) who were less able to
esist the influence of peers. This effect was mediated by increased
ctivation of rostral TPJ (rTPJ) as adolescents made risky driving
ecisions while supposedly being watched by the rejecting peers.
he “peer influenced” adolescents also showed less activation of
lPFC when experiencing the consequences of said risks. Thus, ado-
escents’ vulnerability to peer influence on risk-taking outcomes
ay  be mediated by attentional and/or mentalizing neural mech-
nisms that are differentially sensitized to the influence of peers
iven the role of rTPJ in mentalizing (Gweon et al., 2012; van den
os et al., 2011) and dlPFC in self-regulation and attention con-
rol (Aron et al., 2004; Cohen et al., 2012). Similarly, among males
ged 16–17, peer context (peer presence vs. absence) and neural
esponse to social exclusion in social-affective networks (e.g., social
ain: AI, dACC, subACC, and mentalizing: dmPFC, TPJ, PCC) had an
nteractive effect on subsequent risk-taking behavior (Falk et al.,
014). This is another study that serves as a “proof of concept” inas-
uch as individual differences in neural sensitivity to being socially
xcluded predicted adolescent risk-taking behaviors depending on
eer context (i.e., peer presence).
.3. Timing and the convergence of parent/caregiver and peer
nfluences
Putting the two contexts of parenting/caregiving and peers
ogether, and with adolescence as an anchor point, it may  be that
ifferential susceptibility to social context unravels with a sensitiv-
ty to timing of exposures and in a hierarchical manner such that
xperiences with parents/caregivers, formative early on and still
nfluential in adolescence, set the stage for neural sensitivities that
ake root in or get amplified in adolescence. That is, earlier family
ontexts may  help “teach” the susceptible brain what to attend to,
espond to, and value. Subsequently, as adolescents increasingly
rient to their salient peer environments, susceptibility to expe-
iences with peers may  begin to add more weight in what guides
utcomes. Ultimately, the confluence of both influences during this
ensitive period may  last into early adulthood and beyond.
Some neuroimaging research suggests that experiences with
arents/caregivers lay the foundation for individual differences in
eural sensitivities that influence how adolescents engage with
eers. Supportive of this, Tan et al. (2014) found that longer lasting
aternal negative affect during a challenging mother-adolescent
nteraction that called for maternal supportiveness was  associ-
ted with adolescents’ (ages 11–17) dampened neural response
o the positive context of peer acceptance in the amygdala, left
nterior insula, subACC, and left nucleus accumbens (NAcc), all
egions within social-affective circuitry. Associations between par-
nting and neural response to peers have also been observed withingnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18 11
cognitive-regulatory circuits that follow a more protracted path of
development. In youths with versus without an early childhood
temperament of behavioral inhibition, higher levels of harsh par-
enting experienced in middle childhood (age 7) were associated
with diminished vlPFC response to peer rejection in late adoles-
cence (ages 17–18), suggesting less or less flexible regulation of
responses to peer rejection, as a function of adverse parenting,
in the behaviorally inhibited group (Guyer et al., 2015). These
results were complemented by the finding that youths who experi-
enced high levels of warm parenting in middle childhood showed a
decreased caudate response to peer rejection in adolescence (Guyer
et al., 2015). Taken together, these results suggest that parenting is
associated with adolescent neural response to peers in ways that
are (1) valence-specific and that show either (2) moderation of par-
enting influences by individual differences or (3) parenting as a
source of individual differences that operate in adolescence.
In considering how developmental outcomes may  stem from
adolescent neurobiological susceptibility to both social contexts,
it may  be that parent experiences are more influential than peer
experiences at first and for certain outcomes. Casement et al. (2014)
found that peer victimization and low parental warmth in early
adolescence (ages 11–12) were both associated with aberrant neu-
ral response to reward cues in mid-adolescence (age 16), but that
only neural response associated with low parental warmth was
linked to depression. Still, peer experiences during adolescence
may  be more influential than parent experiences on later develop-
ment, especially as social sensitivity increases during adolescence
and inasmuch as this social sensitivity is re-oriented to peers.
Masten et al. (2012) found that time spent with friends in late ado-
lescence (age 18) predicted dampened neural response to being
socially excluded in early adulthood (age 20) in two regions, the
anterior insula and dACC, consistently associated with experienc-
ing distress in this context (Eisenberger et al., 2003; Masten et al.,
2009). This suggests that past peer contexts in adolescence affect
adult outcomes and that neurobiologically-based individual dif-
ferences from adolescence may  moderate the strength of these
effects. Thus, experiences in the family may  calibrate neurobiolog-
ical attunement to threat and reward cues from the peer milieu,
and, subsequently, susceptibility to peer environments may  chiefly
guide development, with influences lasting into early adulthood
and beyond.
It will be important for future work to focus questions of ado-
lescent neurobiological susceptibility on considerations of timing,
such as investigating how and to what extent adolescence rep-
resents a sensitive period; the ramifications of different regions
maturing at different times and of individual differences in these
rates of maturation; the effect of timing of different social-
contextual exposures (e.g., parent/caregiver vs. peer contexts in
pre-, early, mid-, late, and post-adolescence), and the hierarchi-
cal effects of these social-contextual exposures (i.e., that earlier
perturbations or advantages may  affect subsequent development).
5. Future directions and conclusions
Drawing from prevailing models of adolescent neurodevelop-
ment and a growing neuroimaging literature on the interrelations
among social contexts, functional and structural properties of the
brain, and developmental outcomes, we have proposed from this
review of the literature a framework of adolescent neurobiological
sensitivity to social context (Figs. 1 and 2). Neurobiological sus-
ceptibility models (Ellis et al., 2011) focus on how endogenous,
biological factors confer some individuals, relative to others, with
greater susceptibility to environmental influences. However, the
vast majority of empirical work guided by these theoretical frame-
works has not incorporated direct measures of the brain as a source
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f neurobiological moderating factors. Nor has the available neu-
oimaging literature tended to use neurobiological susceptibility
rameworks for interpreting brain function/structure as modera-
ors of social-contextual influences on outcomes (but see Yap et al.,
008, and Whittle et al., 2011, for exceptions).
We found some possible illustrations in adolescence of neu-
al characteristics that moderated family or peer influences in a
or-better or for-worse fashion. For brain structure, this included
olume of the amygdala with possible gender differences in the
irectionality of effects (Whittle et al., 2008; Yap et al., 2008),
ecreased leftward asymmetric ACC volume in males (Whittle et al.,
008; Yap et al., 2008), and larger hippocampi in females (Whittle
t al., 2011). For brain function, the subACC and dACC (Masten et al.,
009), VS (Guyer et al., 2006a,b; Guyer et al., 2012a,b; Guyer et al.,
015; Telzer et al., 2013a,b; Telzer et al., 2014b), TPJ (Falk et al.,
014; Peake et al., 2013), and vlPFC (Guyer et al., 2015) showed
ensitivity to peer or parenting cues and contexts and/or were
inked to competencies or vulnerabilities aligned with the biva-
ent outcomes expected by neurobiological susceptibility models.
ll of these regions fall under the auspices of the social-affective
nd cognitive-regulatory systems outlined in models of adolescent
eurodevelopment reviewed above.
It is imperative to ground the foregoing region of interest find-
ngs with the understanding that these regions do not operate
n isolation, and to appreciate that characterizing functional and
tructural connectivity and network patterns will be important
or understanding neurobiological susceptibility and for charac-
erizing susceptible individuals. For example, it could be that the
xtreme bivalent effects of neurobiological social sensitivity pre-
icted by neurobiological susceptibility models are conferred not
nly by high social sensitivity in all susceptible adolescents but
lso by contributions from cognitive control circuitry. Indeed, it is
hrough the development of cognitive regulation in tandem with
igh social sensitivity that sensitive adolescents might be poised
o experience the best possible outcomes among all adolescents.
ased on the literature and ideas described above, in the following
ection, we make eight recommendations for applying our pro-
osed framework of adolescent neurobiological susceptibility to
ocial context in future work.
.1. Future directions
First, given the centrality of individual differences to neurobio-
ogical susceptibility models, we suggest that future neuroimaging
ork explore and leverage these differences. As a first step, youth
ould be characterized in terms of being high or low on brain
ndices quantified along such parameters as brain volume or
urface area (i.e., folding) or functional reactivity or connectivity in
esponse to certain social cues or at rest. Subsequently, these pos-
ible neural phenotypes can be treated as predictors of outcomes
o test for the moderating influence of the brain on associations
etween social contexts and development (Fig. 2). Such quanti-
ative characterizations have been shown in past research to be
ualitatively meaningful. For example, Gee et al. (2014) found that
rouping children (ages 4–10) and adolescents (ages 11–17) simply
n terms of positive versus negative amygdala-mPFC connectivity
n response to maternal vs. stranger stimuli predicted their levels
f separation anxiety with a large effect size, 2 = .21. Conversely,
sing clustering techniques and other person-centered analytic
ethods, adolescents can be grouped in terms of being susceptible
s. non-susceptible to social context based on their behavioral
utcomes (e.g., adolescents showing highest vs. lowest levels of
unctioning among those who experienced supportive vs. unsup-
ortive social contexts, respectively). Those affected for-better
nd for-worse may  be put in one category, those relatively unaf-
ected in a second, and the brain characteristics that distinguishgnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18
the two, sought and verified, using such methods as machine
learning classification (e.g., Dosenbach et al., 2010). Indeed, one
possibility for our framework is its eventual application to the
individual prediction of developmental outcomes and tailoring of
interventions. While univariate analytic techniques can be used
to improve understanding of circuitry abnormalities that distin-
guish susceptible adolescents as a group, multivariate techniques
such as machine learning would allow for characterization of
neurobiological susceptibility at the individual-level without the
need to place adolescents in the context of an extant sample (the
approach described above) given their reliance on algorithms, or
classifiers, derived from previous samples. Additionally, machine
learning could aid in more precise conceptualization of suscepti-
bility factors themselves, as these methods are sensitive to subtle,
spatially distributed effects in the brain that would otherwise be
difficult to detect using standard univariate techniques that focus
on group-level differences (Orrù et al., 2012).
Second, candidate indices of adolescent neural susceptibility
can be related or compared to established susceptibility factors
such as genotypes (e.g., low-activity MAOA genotype), physiolog-
ical reactivity (e.g., low heart rate variability), and temperament
(e.g., behavioral inhibition). This integrative approach may  eluci-
date more precisely what the neural measures characterize about
the individual and provide a more unified understanding of envi-
ronmental and individual differences across development. Future
studies are needed to determine whether behavioral, physiological,
and genetic markers of sensitivity to contextual factors constitute
the same phenomena expressed at different levels of analysis or
represent different types or profiles of susceptibility that may
have cumulative or multiplicative effects on development (Fig. 3).
For example, can an adolescent characterized as high in dACC
response to social exclusion also be expected to show high levels
of physiological reactivity and neuroticism in socially stressful
experiences? This type of multi-level, person-centered approach
will allow us to determine what distinguishes brain-based sensi-
tivity indices from indices ascertained at other levels of analyses
or biological systems. Furthermore, it provides the potential to
ultimately create profiles of neurobiologically-oriented sensitivity
that integrate across systems.
Third, identifying susceptibility factors at the level of the brain
can be facilitated by using endophenotypic approaches, such
as imaging genetics (Hyde et al., 2011; Meyer-Lindenberg and
Weinberger, 2006; Scharinger et al., 2010) and imaging gene x
environment frameworks (Bogdan et al., 2013; Hyde et al., 2011)
that explore the underlying neurobiological mechanisms by which
specific genetic variants and social contexts shape emotional and
behavioral outcomes, possibly in ways consistent with neurobi-
ological susceptibility. For example, researchers could examine
the associations between established genetic markers of suscep-
tibility and brain structure, function, and connectivity, and link
them to adolescent individual differences in cognitive and affective
processes (e.g., emotional reactivity, reward processes, inhibitory
control), personality traits (e.g., neuroticism), and developmental
outcomes (e.g., psychopathology, competencies). Indeed, suscepti-
bility may  lie on a continuum, with cumulative indices of plasticity
able to be derived based on how many plasticity alleles one has
(e.g., Belsky and Beaver, 2011). With individuals varying in their
number of plasticity alleles and these alleles working on differ-
ent neural regions/circuits, methods like imaging genetics could be
used to investigate not only whether adolescents are susceptible
or not to their social contexts, but, of those who  are, whether they
are susceptible to different extents, and in different ways (e.g., via
reward drive vs. emotional sensitivity or both).
Fourth, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, future work should measure
relevant social contexts, defined as the constellation of influ-
ences and events outside of the individual (e.g., maternal care,
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Fig. 3. Pictorial representation of the brain along with biological factors that have already been established in the literature as neurobiological susceptibility factors. We
propose that the brain, on which these other factors converge and from which they derive, is a primary source of neurobiological susceptibility, including of adolescent
neurobiological susceptibility. Ultimately, joint consideration of assessments of neurobiological susceptibility factors across multiple levels of analysis may  be useful for
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greating and honing comprehensive, multi-modal profiles regarding which adoles
trengthening efforts at prevention and intervention.
amily income, early adversity), across a wide range of valence,
rom supportive to deleterious attributes (e.g., social acceptance
s. rejection), and across several domains of social functioning
e.g., familial, peer, romantic). This approach will help determine
he specific dimensions of social context to which the brain is
ost responsive and whose influence the brain is most likely to
oderate with regard to outcomes in adolescence and beyond.
imensions of social context can include positive or negative
alence, the type of social relationship represented by that con-
ext, and the extent of the adolescent’s experience within that
ontext. Indeed, peer influences are not always negative. A social
ontext defined by supportive or positive peers, such as having
ivic-minded or prosocial friends, could generate outcomes such
s academic striving/achievement and mitigate risk for depression
or those adolescents characterized by high neurobiological sensi-
ivity. Furthermore, the timing of the social-contextual exposure
hould be taken into account. Parenting experiences in early child-
ood may  impact adolescent neurobiological sensitivity to social
ontext in a different way than interchanges between parents and
heir children during adolescence.
Fifth, for functional neuroimaging work, researchers need to
elineate the best stimuli and cues to include in tasks used to
haracterize brain-based neurobiological susceptibility to social
ontext. For example, although an adolescent may  be defined by
ypersensitivity to reward, the type of reward matters for under-
tanding his or her developmental course. Recall that Telzer et al.
2010) showed that greater striatal response to performing the
rosocial act of making costly donations to one’s family predicted
ess risk-taking later on. Moreover, with different classes of stimuli
ssessed, careful analysis of subject-by-subject patterns of brain
esponse may  reveal that very few individual patterns look like
he average. For example, some adolescents may show a pattern of
reater response to negative and positive stimuli than to neutralare likely to experience what outcomes, to the benefit of predictive accuracy and
stimuli, others, heightened responses only to negative stimuli,
and still others, the opposite response, with greatest activation to
positive stimuli. Such data would help categorize individual neural
response to social context and facilitate understanding of how this
response guides outcomes.
Sixth, to understand developmental change as it unfolds over
time, at least two time points of outcome data must be obtained.
This issue emphasizes the importance not only of making hypothe-
ses regarding the timing of influences but also the need to pay
attention to the timing of measurements. Data may be collected not
only within but beyond the developmental period of interest. For
example, it may  be genetically- and environmentally-shaped brain
development during early childhood that bestows individuals with
the neurobiological susceptibility factors that, in adolescence, lead
them to be differentially sensitive to social contextual exposures
(Paus, 2013). Overall, there is a need for longitudinal neuroimaging
studies that are sensitive to developmental timing and that address
the question of within-person development. To this end, a powerful
approach to reveal brain-behavior relationships that change across
development is to use person-centered methods that track shifts in
structural, functional, or connectivity-based measures with devel-
opmentally mediated differences in laboratory-based or everyday
behavior. This generally aligns with the idea of using our evolv-
ing understanding of the brain as revealed through neuroimaging
research to predict behavior (Berkman and Falk, 2013). Only then
can we  clarify what the moderating and/or mediating processes
are, their sequence, and causality.
Seventh, future work would likely benefit from increased cross-
talk between researchers who  focus on human samples and those
who use animal models (Stevens and Vaccarino, 2015). Under-
standably, in human-based research, it may  be difficult to incor-
porate all aspects needed to test the predicted influences in our
proposed framework (i.e., applying longitudinal designs, selecting
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usceptibility factors a priori, ensuring coverage of social contexts
cross valence, and probing responses to a variety of stimuli).
nimal models can enrich our hypotheses about neurobiological
usceptibility in humans through opportunities to directly manip-
late valenced social-contextual exposures, take measurements at
oth varied and multiple points in development, and isolate spe-
ific neurobiology susceptibility factors at very mechanistic levels.
s several parallels have been established between adolescence in
uman and non-human animals alike (e.g., increases in exploratory
ehavior, affective reactivity, social play, reward sensitivity, and
isk-taking; Callaghan and Tottenham, 2015; Doremus-Fitzwater
t al., 2009; Lee et al., 2015; Mun˜oz-Cuevas et al., 2013; Schneider
t al., 2014; Simon and Moghaddam, 2015; Siviy et al., 2011; Spear,
011; Yu et al., 2014), studying the adolescent period in animal
odels may  provide insights into the operation of neurobiologi-
al susceptibility as it relates to adolescence. To this end, work in
nimal models has been valuable for charting the emergence and
nfluence of sensitive periods, when environmental experiences
ave the greatest impact on brain circuitry, with effects on later
evelopment (Hensch and Bilimoria, 2012).
Finally, because it is critical to establish the reliability of brain
ndices before treating them as metrics of adolescent neurobiolog-
cal susceptibility, it is important, as in all research, to understand
hat optimizes reliability and minimizes the sources of error
hat impair it. For example, Johnstone et al. (2005) achieved high
est-retest reliability for the amygdala across three measurement
ccasions over two months yet found that reliability was  affected
y such characteristics as usage of percent signal change vs. z
cores, ROIs that were structurally vs. empirically defined, as well
s different theoretically sound contrasts (e.g., the contrast of view-
ng fearful faces vs. a fixation cross produced higher ICCs than that
f viewing fearful vs. neutral faces). Indeed, numerous steps can be
aken to ensure quality of the signal, of the analyses, and, ultimately,
f the results, such as increasing the number of subjects, increasing
he number of runs, giving consistent task instructions across all
articipants, using block as opposed to event-related designs, and
eeping in mind which contrasts will be used (see Bennett and
iller, 2010, for several helpful recommendations). As Bennett and
iller (2010) observe, neuroimaging itself has “reached a point of
dolescence, where knowledge and methods have made enormous
rogress but there is still much development left to be done” (p.
50). Nevertheless, neuroimaging is a powerful method, and the
rospect of what can be learned about adolescent neurobiological
usceptibility with its application, an exciting direction.
.2. Conclusions
In sum, our proposed framework is intended to ignite new
heories and empirical tests that build on extant models of neu-
obiological susceptibility and adolescent brain development.
or this kind of work to move forward, interdisciplinary collab-
ration between cognitive neuroscientists and developmental
cientists must increase. Developmental scientists who  have
xisting longitudinal samples could be recruited for scanning,
hereas neuroscientists’ extant datasets could be made accessible
o developmental scientists. A distal and applied goal of this
esearch is also to foster opportunity for intervention. Using a
eurobiological framework and incorporating neurally sensitive
esigns into interventions to promote resilient functioning or
epair conditional adaptations gone awry may  contribute to the
bility to design individualized interventions that are based on
nowledge gleaned from multiple biological and psychological
evels of analysis. The inclusion of neurobiological assessments
n the design and evaluation of interventions designed to foster
esilience enables scientists to discover whether and which of
he various components of multifaceted interventions exert agnitive Neuroscience 19 (2016) 1–18
differential impact on separate brain systems and subsequent
outcomes. Most generally, this approach can allow for intervening
with specific aspects of the environment and for flagging who  may
benefit the most or who may  face the greatest risk by quantifying
individual differences in neural moderators of developmental
outcomes in adolescence to promote adaptive, adult functioning.
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